Voltage and current distributions in electric circuits comply with a stationarypower condition. A n alternative circuit analysis technique can be dm'ved3om this property The unknowns can be varied until the power consumption of the circuit is calculated to be unchanging. A t this point the voltages and currentr are at their true solution. This variational approach to cimit analysis has been generally ovwlooked. No doubt this is due to the suJciency of conventional circuit analysis techniques. H o w a closer examination ofthe variational approach reveals a straigh$fOnuard analytic procedure with unfiing properties and graphically illustrated solutions. Thesefeatures provide new educational opportunities and insight. As a research tool the variational approach ofen a un$ed method ofsolvingproblems which includefields and deviies. The application to nonlinear circuits is also ofcurrent interest. A n introductory sttp-by-step guide to the variational procedurefor electric and magnetic networks is described in this article.
Introduction
s an engineering analysis tool, the variational approach is well established and has a solid foundation in both physics and A mathematics'. It is universally used with numerical techniques and is accredited for its versatility, physical interpretation and elegance of formation.
With variational methods the unique solution of an engineering problem is found via the stationary point of a suitable energy or power expression. Starting with a postulated solution the behaviour of energy is examined as the postulated solution is varied. An invarying energy quantiry, or stationary point, indicates a true solution. In the early days, this was done graphically; now, computers can do these numerical experiments very &ciently and accurately.
Variational methods are extended here to examine the behaviour of electric and magnetic circuits. In comparison to conventional circuit analysis methods the stationary power technique offers a simphfied formulation, a method of solution for nonlinear devices and relation to a universal principal*,'. This approach is also consistent with the variational/ ' finite-element method widely used for dstributed field problems. From The energy surface can also be plotted and this is dlustrated in Fig. 2 to depict a minimum value at the true solution. Differential calculus can also be conveniently used to find the minimum stationary point of eqn. 1. To find the stationary point differentiate P( V I , Ly2) with respect to VI and then V2 and set each result to zero. The two equations generated are
--and these simultaneous equations have the solution given above. It is also instructive to examine the nature of the turning point using calculus. Forming the second order derivatives of eqn. 1 yields (4) (5) which are both positive quantities and indicative of minimum turning points as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
An advantage of demonstrating variational methods using circuits is that the result is easily corroborated using conventional circuit analysis techniques. The circuit of Fig. 1 can be solved in at least three other ways. Th6venin's theorem in conjunction with circuit reduction techniques is one approach. This method would however not work for a more complicated circuit arrangement, Another approach involves substituting an AC supply for the battery using capacitive reactances, and talung the solution as the linlit of zero frequency. A less obvious method would be to use the equation of continuity which describes the indestructibility of charge. Each approach identically generates the equations 2 and 3.
Variational solution of a resistor circuit
Purely resistive circuits also comply with the stationary power principle. The power dissipated in each resistor branch of a netuork can either be written in terms of The voltages I . ; and V? can be varied as trial functions and the power can be calculated for each point. This variational process is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where a minimum is illustrated at the true solution given earlier.
Alternatively, the minimum power poiut can be found using differential calculus. Differentiate P(V1, V') with respect to the unknowns VI and V2 and set each result to zero to find the stationary point. The two simultaneous equations generated are as follows:
These equations are exactly those which are produced when using conventional nodal analysis and have a solution of VI equal to 5.18 V and V2 equal to 6.44 V.
The second order derivatives of eqn. 6 yield positive quantities which imply a minimum turning point, as dustrated in Fig. 4 .
Variational solution of an AC circuit
Electrical circuits with AC signal sources and reactive elements are described in terms of impedances rather than pure resistances. The unknown nodal voltages or branch currents in the circuit become complex quantities describing both magnitude and phase. A suitable variational expression for this class of problem is deduced fiom the apparent power quantity which can be written in term ofthe adjacent unknown nodal voltages. The characteristic equation for the circuit is constructed from the linear addition ofapparent power consumed by each branch. There are three impedance branches in the circuit of The real and imaginary parts of the complex variable K mav be varied and the value of auuarent Dower 
Variational solution of a nonlinear magnetic circuit
Magnetic circuits are inherently nonhear due to the saturation and hysteresis properties of magnetic materials such as mild steel. Such a circuit is schematically illustrated in Fig. 8 . The core is of n d d steel and has a magnetisation curve detded in Fig. 9 . The magnetic field intensity, H,, is a nonlinear function of the magnetic flux density, B. The requirement is to find the flux density in the air-gap using a variational minimum power approach. The analysis presumes that the flux path is uniform in the core and airgap. The power dlssipated, P, in a magnetic circuit can be written in term of the magnetomotive force, MMF, and the reluctance, R, of the section:
The MMF generated, NI, and the MMF dropped in the air-gap, H&, can be used to define the MMF drop in the magnenc core, HL, as
where I, and are the mean path lengths of the core and air-gap, respectively. The total power hssipated then becomes 
Conclusion
Variational methods do not consist of solving a set of equations but in approximating to a trajectory or functional. Physically interpreted the method dlsplaces a system from its dynamic equilibrium position and examines the dlsplaced behaviour. In the application to electrical circuits the behaviour of a power functional is examined as the unknown voltages or currents are displaced. When the first variation is set to zero the unknowns are in the vicinity of their correct solution. This approach has been described by examining the behaviour of some linear and nonhear electric and magnetic circuits.
There are a number of new possibilities which arise from the application of variational methods to circuits. A unified electromagnetic field solver with a lumpedelement device facility would be a useful proposition for applications which combine irregular geometries with resistors, capacitors etc. Additional information can be generated concerning the nature of a solution and its convergence. Confidence limits on convergence parameters may be of particular use in nodnear applications.
